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Rover 25 Facelift Front Bumper - DPB002600LML
Dear Parts Manager
You will be aware of the ongoing supply issue with the Rover 25 Facelift front bumper – part
number DPB002600LML. Unfortunately, this supply issue is unlikely to be resolved within the
near future, which could result in vehicles being written off.
We do though have a solution. The MG ZR Front Bumper- DPB002610LML is in free supply and
is an exact fit to the Rover 25. We are therefore now recommending fitment of this bumper with
the Rover badge as the only current viable alternative on Rover 25 Facelift vehicles. There are
slight variations to the grilles and apertures which means that to fit to a Rover 25, the following
part numbers will be required:
DPB002610LML
- Front Bumper Cover
DXB000500PMA
- Fog Light Plate
DXB000510PMA
- Fog Light Plate
DQY000420PMA
- Stone Guard
DQY000410LML
- Grille
DAB000231
- Rover Badge
In order to fit the Rover badge, the “cut out” in the bumper will need to be filled and drilled but
any competent Bodyshop should easily achieve this. The overall effect of fitting the MG ZR front
bumper can be seen from the picture below:
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A comparison to the original Rover 25 Facelift front bumper is as follows:

It is appreciated that there are slight variations to the Grille but as the Rover 25 bumper is
currently not available, there is no alternative.
All the part numbers detailed above are currently in free supply and can be ordered via SAP.
If you have any questions regarding this communication please email us via:
order@Allbrit.de

Yours sincerely,
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